The Ceramics department will soon have a home when this new building is completed.
Class is presently being conducted in a tent which can be seen in the middle of the picture
above, behind the new building.
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Draft counselling office

THISpE.
The University of Puget Sound may establish a law
school. TRAIL staff writer Alan Smith examines the
feasibility of the project. (Page 8)

The TRAIL's answer to Howard Cosell, Fred
Bullert, analyzes the UPS football program in light of
recent findings in the behavioral sciences. His comments

on this bone-crunching sport are found on page 10.

planned for UPS campus
Allan Poobus, UPS
coordinator for a proposed draft
counselling service, said this
week that the office would
probably be opened within a
month. The counselling service
will be made available on a
part-time basis, Poobus said.
The UPS bureau will be a
branch of the Tacoma draft
service at the Court C
coffeehouse in downtown
Tacoma. The downtown office
will lend Jean Schroedel, a draft
counsellor, to the University
office.
"Our purpose," Poobus said,
"has been to aid men who have
selective service problems -

conscientious objectors to
military service or people with
medical or hardship problems."
"We try to encourage
freedom of conscience and
choice and help men to achieve
their desire for alternatives
under the draft laws. Therefore,
we do not proselytize or push
any particular political or
religious point of view," he said.
The draft counselling service
"lessens a lot of pain," Poobus
continued. He said the draft laws
are "unconstitutional" and that
the draft boards will "do
anything they can" to draft
young men. "The state is out to
get their bodies and they Lthe

Five candidates vie

Dr. Leroy Ostransky, director of the UPS stud
abroad program, recommends that students plan non
stdying in Rome or l._ondon in the fall of '72.(page I

drafteesj don't know how to
deal with it. It's our job to help
them," he said.
The counselling service will
be funded in part through ASB
funds. ASUPS President Darrell
Johnson said he hoped that the
ASB could help as much as
possible. Poobus pointed out,
however, that Jean Schroedel
had not been paid for two
months and that there is little
money for supplies. "Assistance
is needed," he said, "to help us
continue to help others."
Darrell Johnson said the draft
counselling center would be
considered at the next Housing
Committee meeting. "If students
need draft counselling before the
center is established, they should
contact Schroedel at BR
2-7744," the president said.

L
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interviews, this time attempting to present a look int the
minds of the people of the Counseling center.(page 6)
In an incident Dante forgot to put into the
Inferno, Dave Bird time travels to his younger days in
Maine.(page 5)
Why is a new building sitting on valuable parking
space? Why isn't it Tudor Gothic? Editor Howard Parker
comments on the proliferation of buildings on
campus.(page 2)
The Speech department is expanding its

communications activities program. Any student who likes
to talk a lot is invited to participate.(page 9)

for top frosh spot
At the close of the filing
period Tuesday afternoon, there
were five frosh presidential
hopefuls vying for the top spot.
The candidates are: John D.
Gardener, Paul L. Jefferson, Bob
Denomy, Cynthia S. McDuffie,
and Kenneth Waisanen. There
are also five freshmen running
for the second-in-command
post: LeMoine D. Stitt, Robert
0. Shee, Dave Wenke, Geoff
Boyce, and John Goldwood. The
next two offices had a poor
turnout, only one candidate for
each. Rick Betts is running for
t h e p o s i t i o n of Secretary-Treasurer and Bill
Hirshberg for Sargent-At-Arms.
Traditionally these officers
were in charge of organizing
such activities as fall bonfires,
one-act plays for Parents' Weekend, and spring picnics. Class

rivalry and fervor for the traditional has declined so this year
the concentration will be more
towards community oriented
projects. In addition, the frosh
president sits on the central
board and the Student-Faculty-Relations Committee. The
other officers will be involved in
A.S.B. work and committee
meetings. Fund-raising to supplement the $10.00 class allotment will probably go into the
"Chance To Back A Brother"
fund.
Freshman campaigning will
take place during the week
before October 1, the date set
for the primary election. The
final election date is set for
October 8. First Vice president
Maila Putnam is in charge of
freshman elections.
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Sheila Kohnle and Jerry Epler direct the new UPS Center for Human Development.
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The domino theory lives. As Lloyd Stuckey,
University vice-president and bursar, explains it the "natura1 growth" of the student body by 100 students (1)
created the need for new classroom space, which (2) was
accomplished by building five education classrooms on the
basement of Howarth, which (3) forced the Ceramics
department out of Howarth, which (4) resulted in the
construction of the new temporary-permanent prefab
Ceramics building located at the site of the old faculty
parking lot next to Kittredge.
Several embarrassing questions are raised by this
chain of events.
Is the "natural growth" of the University, more
aptly termed calculated expansion, going to result in a new
building every year, a new building that each year is
progressively more ugly?
Maybe it's a misnomer to call a $68,000 prefabricated building ugly, but, if nothing else, it does look
like a prefabricated building. The demand for assembly
line design school buildings, which UPS is apparently
succumbing to, not only creates eye pollution but is a
calculated sacrifice of the environment in the name of the
almighty dollar.
At the UC meeting, the alumni representative,
supporting the proposal, charged that most 40 year old
people were more concerned with their pocketbook than
creating an aesthetically pleasing environment. Such an
attitude multiplied by insensitive capitalists is undoubtedly
partly responsible for the complete shambles the environment is presently in.
The creation of architectural eyesores under the
banner of being temporary has been heard for many years
on this campus, and it is certainly a more honest
prediction to refer to them as temporary permanent
buildings. Other temporary buildings still on campus
include the World War K surplus barracks now housing the
OT department; and the A frames, constructed when the
Admissions department admitted too many students in the
freshman class several years ago.
The second embarrassing question is why we are
expanding the Education department at a time when the
market is overflowing with teachers, and many qualified
graduates are unable to find jobs.
Is the University's only responsibility to provide
the kind of training that students are demandIng, as Dean
of the University J. Maxson Reeves recently proposed?
But the real embarrassing question is the third one.
Why haven't we taken the responsibility to do some
long-range planning in these areas? Or have we?
Is it the policy of the University to dilute the
campus architectural style with cheap thrown up buildings? Are we working under the assumption that we
should attempt to blend the architecture into the neighborhood as buildings are constructed farther from the central
core?
Was Norton Clapp's famed "bricks and mortar"
speech upon the completion of the Thompson science
complex a commitment to academic growth as opposed to
more buildings, or rather a commitment to no more Tudor
Gothic buildings with as many junky buildings as we could
squeeze onto the campus?
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"frankly, I

expected

something more arty"
UPS didn't need to construct this new
Has UPS developed a SOD complex?
building, because there was no necessity to
Is the administration convinced that this
add 100 new students. We didn't need to university, in the "city of destiny" with
expand the Ed department because there are what Fred Bullert describes as the "team of
already plenty of teachers. We didn't need to
destiny," is also the "school of destiny?"
shuffle part of the Art department into one of
Expansion for the sake of being bigger
the least artistic buildings on campus.
and thus better has got to be brought under
But we did, and we have,
control.

Gee 011ie,
who the hell is
Bernie, anyway?4
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New ceramics building nears
completion.

Students eligible for grants
The last session of the Washington State
Legislature enacted legislation which will have major
financial import to students attending private institutions
of higher learning and on the private institutions
themselves. The WASHINGTON STATE TUITION
SUPPLEMENT GRANT PROGRAM is the name of the
legislation. It means simply that every Washington State
resident attending a private institution of higher education
as a full-time undergraduate student will receive a grant to
be applied toward his tuition. You need only apply.
The Financial Aid Office sent grant application
cards to every returning and new UPS student this
summer. The letter of explanation accompanying the card
provided certain information about the tuition supplement
program and encouraged all Washington State residents
attending the University of Puget Sound to apply for the
grant. The grant this year is $90.00. Next year, and in
future years, it may be more. Can you think of an easier
way to apply $90.00 toward your tuition? However, you,
the Washington State resident student, must apply. If you
have not made application for the Washington State
Tuition Supplement Grant, do so immediately. Bring the
card mailed to you this summer to the Financial Aid
Office, Jones 108. Do this regardless of whether your fees
have been paid, you are entitled to G. I. Benefits, Social
Security, or you receive financial aid from other sources.
You need only to be a Washington State resident, full time
undergraduate student attending the University of Puget
Sound. Deadline for application this year is October 1st.

UPS seniors camera shy
Due to the fact that only 80
out of 500 seniors have signed
up to have their pictures taken
for the Tamanawas, it has come
to the acute attention of the
staff that we may be facing a
dilemma. We asked ourselves
whether it was the fact that the
seniors did not know that 1)
pictures will be taken Sept.
27-Oct. 3 in room 212 of the
SUB, or 2) that the sitting
charge is only $2.00 for 6-8
natural color proofs and one
black and white super glossy, or
3) the fact that they must sign
up in the SUB for a sitting time
that confused and kept them
from indeed signing up. The
question was also raised whether
to have a senior section at all.
However, disposing of the senior
section will only cost the
Tamanawas staff greater waste
of time and money, not to

mention a very late Tuesday
night spent writing this article.
Therefore the staff would like to
encourage all the seniors to sign
up for a sitting time. If you will
notice, all the information about
this process has been cleverly
incorporated in this article and
t h e r e f o r e omits t h e
- rationalization that you did not
know when or where to sign up,
etc. Please sign up by the
beginning of next week or we
will have to dispose of the senior
section all together and no one
will be able to cash in on the 6-8
natural color proofs and the one
black and white glossy, and the
Tamanawas staff will have to go
through the tedious job of
rearranging the whole book, a
fate worse than death (to coin
an old cliche.)
Dale Oliver

Pillow plea
An announcement to: that
person or persons who stole five
pillows from the chapel
basement while the preparations
were being made for freshman
orientation.
We sincerely hope that you
are really enjoying the media
room pillows that belong to
every student at UPS. AIxo, you
did a great job of ripping two
other pillows open and throwing
foam all around the basement of
the chapel.
What this campus really needs
is more fantastic and
conscientious people like you to
steal and destroy student
property.
Thanks for everything you
did to help us.
Sincerely yours,
Freshman Orientation Committee
P.S. It would be appreciated if
you would return them. There
would be no hassles if you did.

COMPONENT STEREO SYSTEM

UPS alumnus receives Columbian degree

* 60 WATT AM—FM MULTIPLEX RECEIVER
*

Dear Friends:
I have had UPS on my mind
for so long. I therefore could
have written a long time ago.
But I was very busy. I was
working as a Research Assistant
to the Director of African
Studies here at Columbia. It was
on the subject of Black Urban
Americans. It was exciting but
involved reading microfilm
materials which made it tedious
and then it was under the New
York record hot summer and
high humidity. You will say
"hot;" you thought every
African has been well "heated"
by the sun. Yes, to some extent,
but I think N. Y. summer heat
can be felt even by desert
dwellers.
How is UPS? I have been
following the news that much
progress is being made.
I am engaged to an Ibo girl
here in New York. At home we
live only 20-30 miles apart. She
is in New York University
Graduate School studying
Economics (Econometrics to be
particular.) No marriage plans
yet but I shall keep you
informed on further

developments. I got my Masters
Degree last June and I shall
continue toward my Ph. D. in
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group it will take time before we
shall be people again and that
was the reason for the war by
my own conclusion.
Write me when you can. I
long very much to be in UPS
again for a visit.
George Obiozor
70 West 107th St. 5A
New York, N. Y. 10025
Sept. 15, 1971

the Political Science Department
here.
I do hear from my parents
and other relatives. They
survived the war. They are
recovering gradually, if not
economically then health wise.
On my part I am trying as much
as possible to forget the sorrow
the war caused me and hope for
a better tomorrow. But as a

PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE

*TWO HIGH—COMPLIANCE SPEAKERS
IN WALNUT ENCLOSURES
*TRACK TAPE PLAYER
WITH CHANNEL SELECTOR
& TRACK INDICATOR

*EARPHONES PLUS MOBILE STERO CART

exhibition
and sale
original
graphics

*VALUE WORTH OVER $200.00

purchases may be charged

University of Puget Sound
Basement of University Chapel
Tuesday, Sept. 28
11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULT, DAUMIER AND MANY OTHERS
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$149900

IMPULSE L
WATERBEDS
2802 6th Avenue

BR 2-9219
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10-6 SAT

*INSTOCK SEATTLE— MADE FINEST QUALITY
WATERBEDS

$19.95

5 year guarentee

ALSO FRAMES, SAFETY APP. HEATERS
& OTHER ACCESSORIES
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'Rain ier'Ostransky s
third composition

Chris Lunn, director of entertainment at Court C, and an instructor of blues music at
Tacoma Community College, will be performing this Friday at Four in Cellar'< . Also
appearing will be Ernie Lavatto, a well-known folk musician. Lavatto has been well received
at PLU, CWSC, TCC, and Court C.

Foreign study exciting, prof says
(UPSNB) "If you want to
change the world, you ought to
see a little of it first so you
know what you're talking
about!" exclaimed Dr. Leroy Ostransky, UPS music professor,
when discussing the 1972 Semester Abroad Program which he
coordinates.
Dr. Ostransky has reason to
be excited. His program gives
students a chance to study in
Rome, London or Vienna as
they live there. Fitting each student's special needs, the courses
range from history and civilization to the contemporary
scene. And all for full academic
credit.
No credit hours are lost, no
time is lost. Student participants
still can graduate in four years.
According to Dr. Ostransky,
any UPS student in good academic standing is eligible to take
a semester abroad.
"If you're searching for an

This is

understanding of your global
neighbors, this is the trip for
you," he added.
Unfortunately, the Vienna
entourage has filled its quota,
but the Rome and London trips
are open for anyone interested.
Dr. Ostransky mentioned that
the Vienna program for spring
1973 will be filled with the
university's Adeiphian Choir.
"Rome is one of the most
exciting cities in the world,"said
Dr. Ostransky, a seasoned world
traveler. "You witness a curious
combination of the very old and
the contemporary.
"Why, where else could you
find a $25,000 sports car parked
outside the ancient Coliseum?"
The London study program
will open its first year of operation in 1972, and it looks like it
will be as exciting as Vienna and
Rome. Students will visit Carnaby Street, Henry Viii's wine
cellar, the British Museum, and

then move on to Shakespeare's
Stratford-on-Avon.
"Now students don't need
mastery of a foreign language to
participate in Study Abroad,"
stated Dr. Ostransky, "and they
can still examine firsthand a
culture other than their own."
The projected total cost of a
student's semester abroad is just
$600 more than if that student
stayed right here on campus. All
of the programs cost the same,
and the price includes air flights,
tuition, registration and fees. It
pays for concert tickets, ballet,
opera and vacation trips.

(UPSNB) The world premier
performance of "Rainier," a narrated symphony, the third written by Dr. Leroy Ostransky,
UPS composer-in-residence, will
be presented at 8:30 p.m. on
Oct. 6, at the Temple Theatre in
Tacoma.
The symphony, which is
dedicated to Seattleite Ben
Ehrlichman, will be performed
by the UPS-Tacoma Symphony
under the direction of Edward
Seferian, UPS professor of
music.
Dr. Ronald Fields, UPS assistant professor of art, will perform as narrator.
Dr. Ostransky composed the
symphony while in Italy at the
commission of Ben Ehrlichman,
UPS Board of Trustee member
and a prominent Seattle
businessman who has been a
benefactor of the Northwest cultural scene for over a quarter-of-a-century.
The symphony captures the
spirit of the poem "Rainier—The
Epic of the Mountain" which is
used for the narration. The
author is the late Dan Ward
Gibson, who was affiliated with
Ehrlichman. Published privately
in the 1940's for friends of the
Northwest by Ehrlichman, the
poem reflects the author's love
for Mt. Rainier and in epic overtones shows the mountain in its
various moods at morning, noon
and night. "The format," says
Dr. Ostransky, "lends itself
readily to the traditional three-movement symphony design."
It was the television airing of
Ostransky's comic opera, "The
Melting of Molly" which led the
Ehrlichmans to get in touch with
UPS' famed composer who
wrote the comic opera four
years ago. After viewing the production, Mrs. Ehi-lichman said,
"The man who wrote that music
might be interested in writing
the symphony for 'Ranier'
According to Dr. Ostransky,
"I felt that the spirit of Gibson's
text reflected my own musical
spirit and so I was challenged to
compose a contemporary
symphony which would be
imbued with the Romantic
spirit." He adds, "The Romantic

period of musical works alternates variation with repetition
giving the listener a feeling of
design—a final structure that can
be followed."
The symphony opens with
the narrator reading the first
stanzas of the poem depicting
day break on the mountain top
with the orchestra flowing then
into its introduction. A very gay
section follows, portraying the
whimsical mood of the mountain in the afternoon, followed
by the mountain setting at
evening. The last movement
reflects the birth of the mountain millions of years ago and
the symphony concludes
quietly, resolutely making the
statement "Nature will go on
forever." The work was composed for standard symphony
orchestra and traditional instruments, particularly the percussion section.

Chris Race, a UPS student
who traveled to Rome last year,
spoke enthusiastically about
Study Abroad. 'You are given
money to eat out wherever you
choose. It's fantastic! You get to
learn a lot about the Europeans'
everyday habits and they learn
about yours."

DAVID A. FRANKS

Appreciation Week!
so appreciate him.
FOUR
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Let's talk
about death
(UPSNB) The College of
Medical Education (COME) at
the University of Puget Sound
will open its third year of operation with two seminar series for
the continuing education of
physicians and related professional personnel.
"Let's Talk About Death", an
eight-week course discussing the
needs of the dying person and
his family, is presented for
physicians, nurses, allied medical
personnel and the clergy. It will
be held in room 148 of the UPS
Thompson Science Hall beginning on Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 7:30
p.m.

'Potpourri' sends
doctors to school

introduc*ingeoe
I was overpowered by inexplicible emotional esctasy as I
rumbled along the rails not too long ago, and left the Hell the
Northeast behind. I was glad that the train left the Maine woods late
at night so that I wouldn't have to watch another morning sun rise
over New England. When Calgary receded to the clicking of the rails,
I knew that I was getting on towards home. The drive down 15
through Seattle, and on into Tacoma drove my elation to even
greater heights. And, after fearfully making my way up Sixth Ave., I
finally sat back with a sigh of relief in my kitchen and drank a
Hamm's. But then, I made the mistake of wandering up to campus.
It was an odd experience seeing something so familiar and
at the same time alien after so many light years of Hell. My
enthusiasm sank as the shouts of obscenities and cat calls uttered by
wandering bands of brotherly love personified reached higher
decibels. I crawled home for another Hamm's.
It all worsened as the days passed; as hands grappled out,
seeking support for piggish political moves, picayune jobs, and a
sympathetic ear to untold numbers of impatient desires and
demands. Then, one day when I was peddling home on my bicycle
and trying to forget it all, an old but timeless event came to mind.
It happened in Maine, when I can't remember, near the
place that was once the lumber capitol of the world—Bangor.The
Penobscot River begins deep in the heart of Maine, first starting in
the north woods as two branches, then meeting and making its way
with great force to the sea. On its way down east, it splits the
twin-cities of Bangor and Frewer in half, leaving them stranded on
high bluffs. It was down this river that the logs came and made
Bangor the Queen City. And it was up this river one day, that an
unsuspecting, and perhaps curious, whale made its way.
Ocean going ships can be piloted as far north as Bangor, and
the whale followed in their wake. The whale found its way up-river
past the same sights familiar to the oil tankers; past the belching
pulp mill at Bucksport, up the twisting channel until the queen hove
into view sitting on a hill, an ugly, blemished sight of almost
de-throned monarchy and impoverished purtainism. But the whale,
as with all travelers of the deep, was stopped at the hydro-electric
dam just north of the queen of Queens. And there it stayed.
It was quite a spectacle. People flocked from miles around
to gape at the lazy and sunning leviathan spout water and mist over
his huge, grey back. Everyone wanted to see it before it left. But it
never did.

Charm soon became alarm as, day by day, the whale
obviously grew weaker. He refused to go out with the tide, for the
tide did reach as far inland as the dam. Prayers were said and the
Coast Guard christainly send a boat to try and herd the monster
back to its proper place. It was to no avail.- Hour by hour a little
more of the grey back disappeared to one side, and little by little the
whitish underside began to show on the other. Smelly and sudsy
water continually spilled over the dam and cradled the dying whale
in the foamy refuse of Yankee ingenuity and the placing of pulp
mills at Old Town and Lincoln. The pungent tide flats passed on the
way north were odorless compared to there. Finally the queen
dropped her sceptre, the whale turned over on its back, and died.
Still the whale refused to leave. The tide caught the tons of
blubber and lifted it onto a rock shelf that jutted into the river, a
spot that was once used by fisherman when the salmon used to run.
It stayed there for days and slowly began to rot, its sides bloating in
the sun. The whale's old companions, the gulls, came in droves and
feasted like kings. The smell drove all but the drunks out of the city,
until the Coast Guard returned with taped noses and at last guided
the whale back to the sea.
Yes, I thought as I reached home and unlocked my door, I
think l'll come back as a maggot. At least i'll never go hungry.

"Potpourri", a five-week
series for physicians only, begins
at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
12, room 330 of Thompson
Science Hall. Topics tobe
covered include thyroid function
tests;warts, dermatitis or acne;
wound repairs; present-day
syphilis; and the ear, nose and
throat.
Preregistration is required for
both courses and - tuition for
each is $25. Further information
may be obtained by calling the
College of Medical Education at
UPS.
Sponsored by the Pierce
County Medical Society in
cooperation with program of its
kind in the Northwest affiliated
with a private university.
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Jerry Eppler

Shei'a Kohnle

by Greg Brewis
I met a couple of people in
the SUB the other day. We got
into a long deep discussion, of
many things and may people,
which I feel may be of interest
to you, a TRAIL reader. Primarily, however, I want to introduce you to two new members
of the U.P.S. group whom you
should find interesting if not
challanging and uplifting.
What follows is a very small
part of a long discussion. I hope
the segment I have chosen is
comprehensive enough to
interest you in seeking out Jerry
and Sheila for yourself.
Greg: Often people search for
the essence of things, some sort
of stuff that reaffirms meaning in
their existence, or proves to
them the meaninglessness of life.
Many people climb mountains,
some 84 others go camping.
What is that thing that you do?
Jerry: Being on or near the
ocean is that type of experience
for me. I can experience it
intensely either alone or with
maybe one or two others.
Greg: Can you define it?
Jerry: No. Not really. I guess
it's just a chance to be alone
with me. The time is mine. It's
sort of a healthy selfishness. A
selfishness not necessarily injurious to others.
SCUBA diving is a second
example of the kind of thing we
are talking about. It's another
world where I am pitted against
nature, alone.
Sheila: At times I also feel
this desire to exert myself in the
mastery of my destiny.

Greg: Then have you been
successful in mastering your destiny?
Sheila: No, I haven't, but I
continue to try.
Greg: Then your efforts are
in vain) Sheila: No, I don't feel
that that's necessarily so. I
divide my answer to your orginal
question into three parts. First, I
engage in other-people activities.
Climbing, hiking, waterskiing,
snow skiing and flying light one- engine planes are activities
which I feel help me experience
that "stuff" we have mentioned.
Secondly, there is a category
of experiences that falls some
where inbetween other-people
activities and introspective
activities. At the ocean I can
have both privacy and the privilege of making personal contacts when I want them. It's a
free, non-structured place, a
place where I can reach out
when I want to.
Finally, there is self-expression to myself. One example
would be an hour of total concentration on or with some
medium such as painting, sculpture or pottery.
Greg: Why is it that you both
choose the ocean?
Jerry: I'd agree with Sheila in
that the rhythm of the sea, plus
the wide definition of the free
sky hitting the water so far out
there that it seems unenclosed,
it's one of "those" experiences.
Greg: Each of the media that
you have both mentioned as a
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means of intense experience
necessitates some degree of
economic security. How do you
communicate those things to the
minority group or poor student
who has not had those experiences simply because he could
not afford them?
Jerry: I don't try to explain
my experience to him, but
rather try to seek out similar
experiences we might have had. I
know of people that have had
experiences similar to those I
encounter on the ocean while
they are sitting in a back alley of
a ghetto, alone, at ten at night
with loud parties blazing.
Sheila: It's up to each individual to choose his own
medium for the search. My way
will not necessarily find the
answer another is seeking.
Greg: How will he achieve
some sort of an understanding of
you if he cannot use some of the
same medium for his experience?
Sheila: The question is my
understanding of him, not his
understanding of me.

Greg: I have found that
others fear and do not trust
people and things that they do
not understand.

would assert that his experiences
throughout life far more fully
equip him for personal interaction than your years of formal
education.

Sheila: I did not intend that
to be as unilateral as it came out.
I meant that I will not impose
my media on other people. I
agree that the more commonalities that exist, the greater
the probability that feelings will
be understood.
One does not have to have
cancer to relate to a dying person. It is not necessary for one
to assume another role in order
to understand another's feelings.

Sheila: Throughout my college eduoation I have sought
outside experiences. I feel my
exposure to more than just the
collegesetting through travel has
given me many valuable experiences. Living in Europe for a
summer with only $100 gave me
some idea of how what we

Greg: How many years of
your life have you spent outside
of the formal educational system?
Jerry: Well, let's see. I've
spent a year as a butcher, one as
a Postman, a ditchdigger and I've
spent six months in the service
preceding 7 1/2 years of reserve
duty.
Sheila: Three weeks.
Greg: If Eric Hoffer, longshoreman-writer were here he

would call the low-class farming
family lives.
I also spent three weeks in
Harlem living on the East side of
Morning Side. I had lived in
Pennsylvania for my high school
and college days and knew cultural New York. I was curious
and wanted to expose myself to
Harlem and get to know the
people.
Greg: Did the people there
know that you were within five
minutes of being securely back
in cracker country?
Sheila: No, but I knew it and
that was somewhat of a barrier.

Things getting a little heavy
nowadays.
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Jerry: Sure. There is not
much of a division now. The
creative encounter that is happening there is what each of
those groups hold in common.
It's a search for self.
Greg: In the process of this
search should one try anything
once?
Sheila: I agree with that
philosophy to a limit. I do not
engage in things that are
ego-alien. I stay with things that.
are not destructive.
Greg: Of what importance are
history and tradition in your day
to day existence?
Sheila: History helps me deal
with the present and helps me
determine what to do in the
future. I suppose I integrate the
past into the present and try to
use it in that way.
Greg: Some would contend
that history is only a distorted
version of the past and is
in-applicable to the present.

THE SUB
Greg: What do you look for
in staff hiring?
Sheila: That's a good question! We just hired a secretary.
Jerry: We looked for a human
being first, and not necessarily
a secretary. We sought and chose
someone who we feel can respond to people. Carol Ralles is
her name. She's a beautiful
Greek. She's had Iota of experiences and is a person with great
depth. She doesn't get all her
stuff from books.
Greg: Won't she get tired of
answering the phone?
Sheila: She might. We were
—concerned about that--we
warned her.
Greg: What have you read in
the last six months?
Jerry: I've read two books
recently by Clark MoustakasLoneliness and Individuahty and
Encounter. I've also read Do It
and probably my favorite was
Saint-Exupery's Little Prince.
Sheila: This is an unfair time
to ask that question. Other than
books related to my dissertation
I've read Hamilton on Mythology, a history of Greece, I'm O.K.
You're OK, Future S hock and
some flying books.
Greg: Early this year Jerry, I
noticed you were taken aback
by a Jesus Person who was
coming on strong. How will you
deal with similarly strong-willed
forceful people as a helping person?
Jerry: That would be dif ficult. I suppose I would have to
be as honest as I could be and
tell him that he was coming on
too strong and turning me off.
As difficult as it might be I'd
have to tell him where I was at
before we could communicate.
Greg: Will a common meeting
ground be found between the
Jesus and Baba People, dopers
and Ocean-goers?
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Sheila: Yes. Through introspection I try to dig back to find
out which data I have reached
emotional and therefore distorted conclusions. Then I
attempt to reassess my position.
Jerry: Your word "distortion" is what I call tunnel
vision, or not seeing all the
available parts of a situation. It's
as if one had blinders on ones
eyes. I've grown most when
these emotional blinders, or distortions if you will, have been
broken down. At these times I
have seen reality more clearly.
These are very painful experi-

ences and I could not have made
it through those times without
the help of others who really
cared about me.
Greg: Have you ever crossed
that thin line dividing sanity
from insanity?
Jerry: In my own perception
of insanity I have, more than
once. I don't believe in the
concept of insanity, however. I
have at times lost identity with
anything or anyone including
myself. I have felt that I was not
in control of myself in any way.
It was scary. I have grown from
these experiences through the
help of other people.
Sheila: I will first have to
answer that I don't believe in
insanity. I have allowed myself
moments of non-definition, but
I still felt that I had control of
my self. The times I was way out
there enough I hoped control
would also be there when I
needed it. It was.
Greg: Talk to me about Skinner, behavorialists,1984
and Brave New World.
Jerry: I'd like to speak to
1984. This far out tale of a
robot controlled world whare
machines control the weak, frailbodied but massive-brained men
contains an important message.
We must, once again, learn to
use the affective, emotional and
subjective side of ourselves. We
must strive to create, learn and
grow. We cannot divide and cut
off intellectual growth from
emotionality. People have, over
the past few years, begun to deal
with these things. In time I think
another human dimension can
be achieved and the testing
ground is the University. We
must allow the various human
contacts that have previously
been missed by students in
higher education. We must equip
students to deal with life and
people in a wholistic full dimensional way. What we have to
educate for is change.
Jerry Eppler and Sheila
Kohnle are Director and Associate Director of the Center for
Human Development, the new
counseling center.

Ford Foundation to
offer fellowships
The Ford Foundation is
offering a limited number of
PhD Fellowships to minority
students planning on entering a
U.S. graduate school in the summer or fall of 1972.
Black students, American
Indians, Mexican American and
Puerto Rican students are eligible for the fellowships. To
qualify, a candidate must receive
his bachelor's degree before
Sept. 1, 1972, have not undertaken any graduate or professional study, must intend to
pursue a career in higher education be a citizen of the
United States and plan to study
full time in any of a number of
fields, primarily in the arts and
sciences.
Recipients will be selected
upon the recommendation of a
panel of distinguished faculty
members in the respective academic disciplines.
Each fellowship will support
a full-time graduate study for up
to five years if the Fellow maintains satisfactory progress
toward the PhD. Each year the
award will cover the full tuition
and fees required by the gra-

TAX PROBLEMS
AIM. OF FORUM
(UPSNB) An array of current
tax problems will be the focus of
the fifteenth annual Tax Forum,
sponsored by the University of
Puget Sound and the Western
Washington Chapter of the Tax
Executives Institute. The conference is set for Thursday,
Oct.21, 8:30 a.m. through
Friday, Oct. 22, on the UPS
campus.
The public may attend the
forum, which will present panels
on "The 1969 Tax Reform and
Recent Developments", "Organizing the Business Venture"
and "Some Problems of Closely
Held Corporations". Recent
developments in state and

federal taxation will also be analyzed by leading Northwest tax
practitioners.
A special dinner Thursday
evening honoring Internal
Revenue Service officials will
highlight the two-day confer ence, with special guests Distric
Director Neal Warren and his
staff, and representativc from
the Appellate Division ,iid the
Regional Counsel's Office.
Registration fee for the T
Forum is $35. Furhter infr
mation and registration packe
may be obtained through the
School of Business Administration and Economics at UPS.

New instructors
join UPS staff
(UPSNB) Twenty-eight fulltime faculty have joined the
University of Puget Sound's staff
for the 1971-7 2 academic year,
according to Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, UPS president.
They are John Barnett and
Dr. Kenneth Stevens (art); Dr.
Eric Lindgren and Dr. Donald
Schreiseis (biology); Robert Calvert and Dr. Gary Wells (business
administration); Dr. Jeffrey
Bland (chemistry); Drs. John
Jones, John Robinson and
Ramon Roussin (education); Dr.
Barry Bauska and Mike Curley
(English); Robert Herschbach
(German); and Lillian Li (history.)
Others include Ronald Van
Enkevort (mathematics); Dr.
Lawrence Ebert and Robert
Musser (music); Krishnan Kshepakaran, Lynne McClure and
Cecile Wildin (occupational therapy); Frances McDonell and
MlCflaeI Yrice

cation); Dr. A.F. John Jandali
(political science); Dr. Ernest
Graham (psychology); Dr. Pramod Gadre (sociology); Dr.
David Briody and Sidney
McLain (speech); and Kenneth
Smith (urban studies).
The new instructors bring the
full-time faculty total at UPS to
170.
DAVEIIIIIIIIII
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duate school, an allowance of
$300 for books and supplies and
a monthly stipend of $250 with
$50 stipends for dependents.
The deadline for submitting
applications is January 10, 1972.
The names of the fellowship
recipients will be announced on
or about April 1, 1972.
Application forms must be
requested by the individual candidate. For information and
application forms, interested students should write to the Ford
Foundation, 320 East 43rd
street, New York, New York
10017.
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%_ School of Law to
conduct dynam ic /
relevant program
by Alan Smith
An ad hoc committee on a
proposed School of Law at the
University of Puget Sound,
meeting in early August,
declared "the establishment of a
law school to be feasible, both
academically and financially,"
and recommended that the
Board of Trustees establish a law
school. The committee, chaired
by U.S. District Court Judge
George Boldt, passed the motion
unanimously.
In cooperation with the University administration, the
special-purpose task force was
originated to discuss the feasibility of a law school at the
University of Puget Sound.
Under the conditions of the
proposed plan, the school would
enroll 175 students in 1972,
gradually increasing its budget
and enrollment over a five-year
period. In 1975 there would be
550 enrollees and about 14
faculty members, excluding
adminiration and secretarial
employees.
The report emphasizes the
need for a law school j Western
Washington to supplement the
two existing law schools in the
State (the University of Washingt()n and Conzaga University).
There are three states in the
western segment of the United
States with no law schools at all.
In 1970 at the University of
Washington, there were 989
applications considered for law
school entrance. Of these 285
were accepted, but only 162
entered the school. UW Law
School's Daniel C. l3lom recently
said, ". - If we continue to
expand our enrollment and are
unable to obtain commen.urL
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increases in faculty count, we
risk attritioning the quality of
legal education here - . - For a
number of years, the law school
had been running at a total
enrollment of 375 . . . Entering
classes have averaged about 145 for the current year, our
enrollment iumped." " Next
year, we expect an even larger
total enrollment," he said.
Three-fourths of the UW Law
School students come from
Washington State. Dr. John
Prins, of the School of Business
Administration and Economics
said that there were 118
Washingtonian graduates at the
Willamette School of Law in
1970, twelve of them orginally
from the Universtiy of Puget
Sound. "It is reasonable to
assume that a number of these
graduates would have gone to
UPS had there been a Law
School then," Prins said.
Another enrollment factor
mentioned by the University of
Denver School of Law's
Assistant Dean Christopher
Munch is that "the continued
higher quality of the entering
freshmen has reduced attrition
in the second and third-year
classes."

Li 'A4

Interviews with law school
elf icials over the past few
months show that there is "considerable demand for legal education," the report stated. The
committee recognized that there
are "highly qualified and highly
motivated individuals who do
not apply at any school of law because they recognize the
fulility of doing so . . .When a
school is created in their midst,
however, they see at last a
chance to fulfill their desire for
education."
The committee report further
noted that the Seattle -Tacoma
Olympia area encompasses the
largest population group in the
entire United States that does
not have the opportunity for
evening legal education. UPS
planners are considering evening
classes as an integral part of the
new law school, hoping to create
new opportunities for minority
races, non-mobile people, and
women.
A Hawaiian law school study
mentioned that " the long-run
outlook is for the combination
of an expanding population, rise
in numbers of college graduates
and general American affluence
to raise law school applications
to higher levels." In six law
schools studied the chances of a
law candidate being chosen
dropped from 34% to 13% in
twelve years while freshman
enrollment increased 28%.
Millard H. Ruud, consultant
on legal education to the American Bar Association (ABA), told
University Vice President Lloyd
Stuckey that "in terms of
demand for legal education the
present is an excellent time to
establish a law school." Ruud
advised the law school planners
to arrange a curriculum that
would offer study ranging from
fifteen hours a week for freshmen to thirty hours for seniors.
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The objectives of the
proposed School of Law are
summarized in the committee
report as follow:
1.To p r o v i d e an
A BA- accredited
curriculum of legal
education "dedicated to the
proposition that the
practice of law has a heavy
loading of personal-social
professional functions."
To provide "people-orientd and problem-oriented
counsellors and advocates
to m e e t the broad social
needs of a changing
world."
To serve day school students who now have to go
out of state for the education they need.
To serve evening school
students who cannot dedicate themselves to full-time study.
To offer training which
would provide "a career
path for those desiring
employmenas par a prof e s s ionals and to
those - - - who desire to
upgrade their careers."
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The national median salary for
law professors, he said, is about
$18,000.
The total planning budget for
1971-72 will be $78,000. It will
expand gradually, reaching
$1,053,000 by 1975, according
to the proposal. Ruud said that
the capital investment in a law
library would be $500,000.
The objectives of the proposed School of Law are summarized in the committee report
as follows:
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To establish specialized
training where experience
shows that need is greatest.as in trial law,publicwel.
tare, and environmental
law.
To "enhance and broaden
the present disciplines of
the University of Puget
Sound."
University President R.
Franklin Thompson noted in a
postscript to the committee
report that "it is the unanimous
opinion of the administrative
team that a law school of the
University of Puget Sound
would work toward the betterment of the University in many
ways."

Cliffs Notes are great any time you
need help in literature' We
recommend buying early so that
you can use them as you study
the assigned play or novel and as
a helptul review prior to eoams.
Get the Cliffs Notes you need
today. You'll see why they're the
preferred study aid of millions of
students nationwide. (P.S ) if your
dealers out of a title, he can get
,inothe fast with Cliffs "Hot Line".

11 iff SNths
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Booters to see winning season
by Wes Jordan
The UPS Soccer Team opens
the season Saturday in Seattle
against Seattle Pacific College.
The UPS booters are looking
forward to a successful season
with thirty players bying for the
eleven starting positions. With
only eight returning players, five
of them starters, the practice
scrimmages have been played as

UPS at Seattle Pacific College
Sept. 25, Sat., 1:00 p.m.
UPS at University of Washington
Sept. 29, Wed., 7:30 p.m.
BCIT at UPS (British Columbia)
Oct. 2, Sat., 10:00 a.m.
Pacific Lutheran Univ. at UPS
Oct. 5, Tues., 3:00 p.m.
Univ. of Washington at UPS
Oct. 9, Sat., 10:00 a.m. on TV
UPS at Seattle University
Oct. 13, Wed., 7:00 p.m.
SPC at UPS
Oct. 16, Sat., 10:30 a.m.
UPS at Western Wash. State
Oct. 23, Sat., 1:30 p.m.
UPS at BCIT
Oct. 24, Sun., 1:00 p.m.
Western at UPS
Oct. 30, Sat., 1 :00 p.m.
Seattle University at UPS
Nov. 6, Sat., 10:00 a.m.
UPS at PLU
Nov. 13, Sat, 1:30 p.m.

Heading the ball is the drill for the day as the UPS soccer team prepares for its
season opener against Seattle Pacific College.
He quoted the University
Charter as saying, "The object
and purpose of the Corporation
is to build up and maintain a
first-class University ... for the
instruction and education of all
persons of whatever denomination."
The president also said that
the basic sources of financial
support for the law school
would probably come from
naming gifts, both for the school
and its library. A Committee of
Founders, composed of the
major contributors to the School
of Law, will be formed to honor
donors contributing over
$5,000. An Associate Founder
will be a contributor of $1,000
or more.
Donors to the School of Law
who are members of the Bar and
who contribute $100 a year or
more to the School of Law will
make up the Committee of One

Hundred. "This Committee is
seen as the basic supporting and
guiding constitutuency for the
law school, where the bar can
meet and interact with students," the committee report
said.
There will also be memberships available in the Law School
Associates organization, dependent on individual donations.
In a guideline statement on
the establishment of new law
schools, the Association of
American Law Schools outlined
to the University the prerequisites for a new school.
There must be a demonstrated
need for the law school. It must
be affiliated with a fully accredited University offering a broad
range of academic opportunities,
and must meet accreditation
levels set by accrediting agencies
for law schools.
It is recommended that the

school enroll 300 to 500 students, which is "in line with the
UPS projection," Acording to
University planners.
As a final postscript to the
fifty-six page report, the committee outlined its philosophy of
legal education and its views on
curriculum emphasis. The University is interested in "creating
a people-oriented law school,"
the report said. To this end the
Council on Legal Education for
Professional Responsibility
asserts that at least one semester
of clinical work should be
offered. "The Law School that
conducts a truly dynamic and
relevant program to train law yers to solve the problems of
today and tomorrow increasingly will pay attention to the continuing education of lawyers in
practice."

Speaker's bureau program
offers much opportunity
There will be numerous
opportunities for student
participation in speech activities
this year, Dr. Gary Peterson,
director of communication
activities reports.
Students and faculty will be
able to participate in the UPS
Speakers Bureau program,
offered by the Speech and
Drama department and the
university Office of Public
Information.
A brochure will be prepared
by the Speakers Bureau listing
speakers from the University and
their topics. The brochure will
then be distributed to
organizations in the Puget Sound
area.
Dr. Peterson believes that
"today's UPS students have
things to say to the university's
publics. I likewise believe that
these publics will ask to hear the
students if they are provided a
convenient agency for planning
the occasion."
"Any student with special
skills or interests or an
interesting background or an
experience which he would like
to share with others is invited to
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register with the Speakers
Bureau and begin preparing a
presentation."
Those interested should
contact the news bureau in
Jones 19 or Dr. Peterson in
Jones 200.3 immediately.
Dr. Peterson also reports that
a competitive forensics program
is available to those students
interested.
The UPS debate squad will
have openings in debate and
several individual events on trips
to Washington State University,
Lewis and Clark College, and the
Western States tournament in
Fresno, California, as well as
several other tournaments.
The 1971-72 debate topic is
"Resolved: that greater controls
should be imposed on the
gathering and utilization of
information about U. S. citizens
by government agencies."
One aspect of the competitive
debate program will be the
public debate Dec. 3 against two
touring British debaters, Ian. F.
Lloyd of Hatfield College,
Durham, England, and Nigel C.
Waterson of the Queen's College,
Oxford, England. Dr. Peterson
reports that the two British

speakers will debate a team of
two UPS speakers. The UPS
team will debate the negative
side of the resolution; "That this
house believes that trade Union
power is too great for the good
of America."
"Both the Speakers Bureau
and the competitive debate
program, including the debate
against the British team, are
open to all students. Anyone
with a desire to work and
participate is welcome," stated
Peterson.

hard as actual games.
The Soccer Team is in the
Western Washington Soccer
League with five other teams:
Pacific Lutheran, U. of
Washington, Seattle U., Western
Washington, and British
Columbia Institute of Tech.
The first Logger home game
will be played on Baker Field on
Saturday, October 2 at 10:00
a.m. before the UPS—PLU
football game.

-

Law school plan modified
At the University Council
meeting last Friday after lengthy
debate a modification of the ad
hoc committee's endorsement of
the law school was presented
and adopted on a split vote.
Three members of the
Council who hold joint
membership on the Law School
ad hoc committee did not feel
the motion as reported out of
the ad hoc committee was
precisely the motion that had
been adopted there. There was a
question about whether the
committee had found the law
school proposal both
"academically and financially
feasible."
The motion made by Thomas
Sinclair which was adopted by
an 8 to 3 vote with one
abstention is as follows:
"The University Council has
examined the recommendation

of the ad hoc committee and we
of the Council recommend the
following modification of that
motion: The University Council
recommends the establishment
of a law school at the University
of Puget Sound when it is founc
academically and financiall3
practical."
According to Darrel Johnson,
council member who abstained
"The Council has endorsed the
law school proposal pending a
decision by the Trustees on its
financial feasibility."
In other action, the Council
established an honorary position
of Clinical Professor to be
awarded at the discretion of the
Dean of the University to certain
professionals, primarily in the
medical field, who have been
working up to now without
recognition in various university
departments
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"Team of Destiny" or
Do, do do goo, goo nah nah nah,
Phhh. Nuk nik, w000 woo.
By Fred Bullert
First off, let's get one thing
straight: if a tie is like kissing your sister
then beating Redlands is like shaking
hands.
Moving right along, anthropologists
and particularly archeologists have gleamed
cogent insights into the life-style and
mental evolution of certain species through
habitat inspection.
For example, the crude sketches of
reindeer and sabertooth tigers etched into
Spanish cave walls reflected cro-magnon's
fixation on the animal world and survival.
From a theoretical standpoint
sports fans, if it applies to the cavemen
then surely habitat analysis applies to
football players, the 20th century wethead.
The thick-skulled may resent this
comparison, apt though it may be, but
nonetheless it should bear fruit to
investigate the seasonal habitat of say the
Puget Sound football team, hereafter to be
alluded to as "TOD" (Team Of Destiny).
Up on penetrating the
innersanctum, the locker room, what do we
discover; the institutional paint reveals
little except the patently pedestrian taste
of the plant department.
However, as we move deeper into
the recesses, we find more significant facts
lending a more definitive portrait of the

UPS football animal. Little inscriptions,
modern hieroglyphics, are plastered
strategically about the room.
They are not what one might
expect: no signs cautioning "i before e
except after c," or "never divide by zero."
On the contrary, the careful
spellunker will find his eyes wandering
aimlessly from such anti-profundities as
"Hard work is the price for success," to
"Be lucky--the harder you work the luckier
you get," to "Are you satisfied yet," to
"PRIDE," to "There is no gain without
pain," to "When the going gets tough—the
tough get going," to the grand mahone of
them all:
"Winning isn't everything--but
wanting to is. The price of
victory is high; blood, sweat,
tears. frustration--and sometimes
defeat. But we're willing to keep
fighting for victory because
though winning isn't everything
we believe LOSING ISN'T
ANYTHING.
Da, da da goo, goo nah nah nah,
phhh. Nuk nik, w000 woo.
Howard Cosell, American's chief
oxymoron, once branded "sport" as"the
toy department of life," essentially
frivolous. A derivative of this apostasy
would have to tag football as the cliche

subset of sport.
Only a football locker room would
dignify those trite aphorisms with
wall-hanging. Only John Wayne could
deliver those lines with resolute conviction.
It is Boy Scout graffitti, papier-mache
thoughts shallower than a Doris Day—Glen
Campbell skin flick.
All this keynotes the life-style and
mental maturity of a football player "in
heat." He is ushered into a cliched world, a
dildo - land dominated by a
single-mindedness, a determination to
succeed that would embarrass Horatio
Alger.
Clearly cliches can play a central
role in preparing a football team for
combat. If they didn't they wouldn't paper
the walls. By watchwords and cliches,
Ryan's robots, a corps of conditioned and
readily salivating jocks, can be cultivated
and harvested to increase yield, temporarily
making the whole greater than the sum of its
parts: Lockean football.
Actually these hackneyed concepts,
though anathema to the sublime knowledge
of Plato's philosopher-kings and which
might make the reflective Edmund Burke
retch, do tend to channelize the players'
thought patterns and focus their fleeting
attention spans on the goal at
hand--winning.
These sayings sustain a minimim
flow of psuedo-thought to stall mental
atrophy.
And my God, where would the
intellectual elite of the country be
generated if not from the turf of Baker
Stadium? For the sake of America's future
these football Loggers cannot be
neutralized by non-think.
It boggles the mind, nuk nuk, nak.
As has been shown much can be
learned from habitat. However for Ryan's
jocks this den is only an ephemeral abode;
this is a plus, for according to Desmond
Morris' Naked Ape, the Loggers won't get
fleas, they will only get lousy.
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89 00
$19.95

IMPUL SE
WA TERBEDS
2802-6th AVE.
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The University of Puget Sound Sailing Club got under sail
with an organization meeting on September 21. Approximately
thirty students voiced an interest in the club which then proceeded
to elect officers. Martha Coe was chosen as Commodore, P.K.
Stremic as Vice Commodore, and Clay Jackson was asked to direct
the sailing instruction committee. A racing team was formed which
will race the club's C-Larks against members of the American Lake
Yacht Club as well as intercollegiate racing.
The next scheduled meeting of the club is on Tuesday,
September 28, at 4 P.M. in Thompson 330. All those interested in
learning how to sail, racing or just sailing are invited to attend.

.

Friday, Sept. 24
Pottery and Weaving show, Kittredge Art Gallery,
through Oct. 3
1
Campus Flick: "Fahrenheit 451" Mc006-7 and 9 p.m.
Angel flight rush signup
Freshman election petitions due in ASB office by 3
p.m.
Theta Chi-Kappa Bathtub Bust
Chi Omega Coffee Hour
•

Douglas McArthur, UPS Athletic Director, reminded
students this week to attend the UPS-U.S. International football
game at 1:30 tomorrow.
Admission is free. ASB activity cards must be shown,
however.
McArthur said students are requested to use the west gate
entrance to the stadium. The rooting sectkn is at the south end
under cover with the maroon seats set aside for students.

NI

Saturday, Sept. 25
Footbalil USIS at UPS Baker Stadium 1:30 p.m.
Campus Flick: "Fahrenheit 451" Mc006-7 and 9 p.m.
Kappa Sig All School Kegger 8 p.m.
Sigma Nu-Pi Phi Cruise

—.

Sunday, Sept. 26
University Church 11 a.m.
Monday, Sept. 27
Angel flight rush
Beta-Theta Blood Bath

Last Saturday the pledge class of Theta Chi Fraternity, Chi
Alumni, and the Tacoma Jaycees donated their time to help feed the
hungry by collecting over $600 worth of canned food and
non-perishables.
The Food First Program, which is directed by the
Associated Ministries of Pierce County, is designed to help feed the
many hungry families of Pierce County by serving various food
banks.
It is estimated that becausa of food shortages this month
over 1,000 families in the county will be without food.
Anyone interested in helping needy families through the
Food First Program should contact Richard Newitt at SK 2-0150.

The Christian Science College Organization at UPS is having
an open house downstairs in the SUB, room 9, on Wednesday
September 29 from noon until four. Refreshments will be served and
everyone is welcome to come.

4.

Tuesday, Sept 28
Central Board, McCormack Room, 6 p.m.
Last day for Winterim course suggestion approval
Angel flight rush
Wednesday, Sept. 29
Sleep until noon
Thursday, Sept. 30
Don't get up all day
Friday, Oct. 1
Campus Flick "Goodbye, Columbus" Mc006-7 and 9
p.m.
Freshman elections pnmary
Student Recital, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Beta-Pi Phi PJ dance
Theta Chi-Alpha Phi Winetaster

,-,

(UPSNB) KTNT television and radio network will again
broadcast UPS sports this year, covering everything from football to
basketball to swimming. The annual series will begin this Saturday,
Sept. 25, at 9 p.m. and will continue weekly throughout the sports
seasons.

Now you can shop at Court C and not spend a dime. Sheri
Schmidt has opened a Free Store and her slogan is "take what you
need, leave what you don't."
Sheri invites anyone who wants to work, or to donate time,
money or goods to contact her at the shop or call SK 2-1696.
The Free Store is located at 918 Broadway behind
Chancey's store downstairs in the Court C Artist's Mall and is open
from 11:30 a.m. til 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Mrs. Joyce M. Ward, director of the School of
Occupational Therapy, told TRAIL staffers recently that "the
School of Occupational Therapy is once more officially
reaccredited."
Ralph C. Kuhli, secretary of the Advisory Committee on
Education for the Allied Health Professions and Services, notified
President R. Franklin Thompson that the Council on Medical
Education had voted to "continue approval" of the UPS program.
Carol Nathan, chairman of the Accreditation Committee,
said that the committee had recommended that "Joyce Ward and
her faculty members be commended for the excellence of these
programs."
The accreditation includes the occupational therapy
curricula at both the baccalaureate and post-degree levels.
In meeting accreditation standards an additional 4000
square feet of space is being provided; the advanced standing
program is being extended to three semesters; an additional full-time
faculty member is being employed; and an academsc/clinical
relationship is being developed with an additional local hospital.

4
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Tuesday

It was committee appointment night at Central Board

Mo McBride and Art Slininger were appointed Homecoming
Committee co-chairmen. David A. Franks was appointed to the
Athletic Board, with Randy Foster and Barry Mesher appointed as
alternates.
Margaret Bennet, Barry Mesher, Dave Franks, Bob Phaneuf,
Charleen Benge, Dennis Nelson, Jeff Ingle and the soon to be elected
Freshman class president were appointed as the new members to the
Student-Faculty Relations Committee. This committee is currently
studying bookstore policies and practices.
Next week*s meeting will be held in the McCormick room
of the library.

**

Chris Lunn, director of entertainment at Court C and an instructor
of blues music at Tacoma Community College, will be performing
this Friday at Four in Cellar X. Also appearing will be Ernie Lavatto,
a well-known folk musician. Lavatto has been well received at PLU,
' CWSC, TCC, and Court C.
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University
UPS
students: $01 per word.
Commercial rates: $.10 per
word.
Special bargain for

won't buy
any more

WANTED: Return of
pillows stolen from Chapel
Basement. Contact Allen
Bird.

pooi tables
Dean of Men Ray Payne,
chairman of the Housing
Committee, said this week that
pool tables would be made
available to individual
dormitories only if the students
defray the expense themselves.
The committee recommended
that the University not purchase
pool tables for the Student
Union Building.
The action was taken chiefly
to offset the difficulties of
locating space for a pool room.
The committee said that there
were other areas of emphasis
that must be considered. These
include the possible removal of
the bookstore to another area of
the SUB and the additions of a
counselling center and a
media-lounge room for students.
Action is pending on those
proposals. The committee did
pass a motion to change Room 8
in the SUB into a faculty dining
room.
ASUPS President Darrell
Johnson said that since sororiety
organizations are required to
rent SUB meeting rooms, it
would be "equitible" to expect
the same of the faculty dining
room.
University Vice President
Lloyd Stuckey said that a room
cha e for faculty members
wouid be impossible until after
the wage-price-rent freeze,
restricting higher rent charges, is
withdrawn.
Dean of Students John
English said there was a decided
lack of study space on campus.
Johnson also mentioned a
"pressing need for study space".
No action was taken, however,
on the question.

*****

Spurs, the sophomore girls honorary, meets in the Pi Phi
Chapter room in the first general meeting of the year.

Senate will organize
committee actions
The Faculty Senate met
Monday to consider many
things, but ended up referring
most to committees.
Index systems will be
developed of all F'aculty Senate,
full faculty and Curriculum
Committee actions. The Senate
thQught the present system of
finding past actions, relying on
the memory of the "old guard,"
was not reliable enough.
Graduate students will be
commissioned to devise the
index.
The members of the Senate
showed their concern over the
disposition of funds accrued by
the University because of the
wage-price freeze. The
University expects to gain
$60,000, in money previously
budgeted, mostly from faculty
salaries. The Senate requested
the administration confer with

the faculty before spending any
of this money.
Proposals to study the
grading system, the pass-fail
option, and the military base
contracts were referred to the
Academic Standards Committee.
An examination of bookstore
policies and practices was
referred to the Student-Faculty
Relations committee.
Members of the Faculty
Senate noticed discrepencies in
the summary form of the Long
Range plan which was
distributed. The Senate decided
that clarification could best be
achieved by obtaining the task
force reports of the Long Range
Planning Commission and
instructed the executive officers
of the Senate to attempt to
obtain those reports and study
them.

Was Chicken Little right?
Will the world end
tomorrow? Send $2,374.92
to "Tell me, tell me, tell me
do"for the secret answer.
Offer expires Sept. 23.

WANTED: A sane approach
to the publication of the
UPS TRAIL

WANTED: One (1)
Aardvark, preferably
purple, green and orange
paisley will do. Contact
Jimmy Olson, ext. 278.
*****

WANTED: Weekend
transportation to U.
district. Call ext. 1117

FOR FREE: The Brainard
Moxie Experience presents:
SUPERPICNIC II. All
day Saturday at Russ
Andavall's cabin. Please
bring food and anything
else you think will be
necessary. Come one, Come
all. Maps will be available
by the end of the week.

*****

*****

*****

WANTED: David A. Franks

WANTED: Iwant . -

*****
WANTED: Chairman and
committee members for the
Tuesday night Boogies.

WANTED: Delegate-at-large
to replace Randy Foster.

*****

* * ** *

FOR SALE: One (1) blue
ceramic vase stolen from
Anderson-Langdon Lounge.

WANTED: Classified Ads
*****

Making Love Is Great.
Making Her Pregnant Isnt

Structure being established

Face it. "Be prepared" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you really care
about your life and hers, you'll take precautions to prevent an
accidental pregnancy. By using a condom. One of today's new
condoms . . . so highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you
no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safety.

to select new president

Worry-free sex? Yes!

So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now that

The University of Puget
Sound is soon to begin the
process of selecting a new
president. Last spring, Dr. R.
Franklin Thompson announced
to the Board of Trustees that he
would retire effective May, 1973.
The trustees appointed an ad
hoc committee to study the
composition of the committee
to select his successor and to
determine Dr. Thompson's role
in the future of the University.
Next month, at the Board's
fall meeting, the composition of
this committee will be
established. Then the eighteen
month process of selecting a new
president will begin. All
constituencies of the university
community will be asked to
contribute time; energy and
ideas to the selection process.
Recommendations have

TWELVE

already been submitted to the
trustees by the students and the
faculty regardi.ng the
composition of the committee.
The trustees have met with
leaders of the two groups,
expressing the importance of the
selection and their desire to
receive maximum input from
students, faculty, and alumni.
Central Board unanimously
passed a resoulution
recommending that the
committee consist of five
trustees, five students, five
faculty, the four vice
presidents of the University
and two alumni.
The Faculty Senate's
recommendation calls for five
trustees, five faculty, three
students, two alumni, and two
of the vice-presidents of the
University.

Both recommendations have
been forwarded to the Trustees'
committee, who will make a
recommendation to the full
board next month. Then the
search for Dr. Thompson's
successor will begin.

you can get famous-brand condoms privately—by mail—from Population Planning Associates. The 11 top brands we offer have been
carefully selected from the more than 100 available today. All are
electronically tested and meet rigorous FDA standards.
Choose from the Fetherlite from England, thinnest and most exciting to use, with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or the
NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation.
- Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known and popular Sultan. And
many more.
Fast Delivery—Money-Back Guarantee

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"

Discover our fa:;t, low-cost service by sending just $5 for a deluxe
sampler pack of 18 assorted condoms-3 each of 6 different brands,
including the Fetherlite and the NuForm—plus an illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. Or send just $1 and get
3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 NuForm, plus the brochure.
All orders are filled the same day received and sent in a plain pack- age. Money bach if not delighted. Mail coupon now.
j
L

SEE

Population Planning Associates
105 North Columbii
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817 1/2

I
North 26th
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Please rush me in plain package:
0 ')eluxe sampler pack of 18 assorted condoms plus brochure, $5.
fl 2 Fetherlites, I NuForm, plus
5iochure, $1.
I enclose payment in full. If not
delighted, I may return unused
portion of order for full refund.

CC.51
name

.

P eo,e pr,fli

address
City

state

zip
-'
0 Please send free illustrated brochure

only,without any obligationwhatever.
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